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Abstract	
Problem 	
Following the expanded competition when it comes to attraction and retention of 

skilled workers, hence white-collar workers, organizations need to better adapt to 

the rapid changes in the labor market. Due to the lack of knowledge about the 

recent Generation Z and their perceptions and values regarding work, the 

Person-Organization (P-O) fit has been applied in order to gain a deeper 

knowledge of what attracts and retains individuals of Generation Z, in order for 

companies to better meet their needs.	

	

Purpose	
Due to the lack of research done on Generation Z, the purpose of this study is to 

gain a greater understanding of the values and perceptions of Generation Z and 

how they operate in the white-collar business sector. Moreover, this creates a 

greater insight for organizations in order to help them better target the right talent 

pool and gain a greater understanding of Generation Z that has come to change 

the labor market. 	

	

Method	
In order to gain a greater knowledge and insight about Generation Z, a qualitative 

study has been performed to better understand the perception of this Generation. 

In-depth interviews have been conducted with Generation Z that have or are 
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currently operating in the white-collar business sector in order to meet the 

purpose of this study. Semi-structured interviews were conducted in order to 

allow for a fruitful discussion of their values and perceptions and the likely impacts 

they consider when joining an organization. 

	

Conclusion	
Generation Z indicated that certain aspects are to consider in the decision-

making process of applying or taking a job. Indeed, their own values, beliefs and 

work-personal life matter to a great extent and is to be matched with the company. 

This study comes to the result of six determined factors influencing this decision-

making process: small enterprises, flexibility trust and freedom, work/private life 

environmental factors, organizations values/ethics, do what they love, digital 

natives. 
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1.   Introduction	
	

This part presents the background of the thesis; which is about how Generation 

Z is attract and retained within the white-collar business. Additionally, the 

background is followed by the problem discussion, the purpose of the thesis, the 

research questions and the delimitations.	
	

1.1.       Background	
The competition to attract and retain talents has been increasing for the last few 

years; as it is more and more difficult to find the right skilled talent for the right 

position within the white-collar business sector. The gap between talents from the 

Baby Boomers (1946-1964) retiring and the younger generation, called 

Generation Z which are individuals born between 1995 and 2000, entering the 

labor market is a real struggle for organizations. They need to adapt themselves 

to find new talents with different backgrounds, values, beliefs, morals and 

behaviors. Moreover, Arora and Wadhwa (2012), state that globalization is one 

of the main challenges of recruitment; the barriers between the countries 

disappear and Human Resources department need to improve their strategies in 

order to meet the competitive environment that companies face in order to attract 

new skilled talent, hence Generation Z.  

	

Recruitment is the main activity of the Human Resources department (Hurrell, as 

cited in Barber, 1989); it is their mission to identify and attract a talent pool for a 

certain position within an organization (Hurrell, 2016) which would contribute to 

its further expansion (Osoian & Zaharie, 2014). As Generation Z is entering the 

market, the need for organizations to change and adapt themselves to this 

generation is increasing (Bennett, Pitt & Price, 2012). Moreover, because of the 

technologies and digital breakthroughs, the labor market is evolving the same 

way (Kaempf, 2018). Human Resources Management meet new challenges on 

several fronts which can be a real struggle. 	
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Within the white-collar business sector, recruitment consists of retaining and 

attracting skilled office employees (Prandy, Steward & Blackburn, 1982). White-

collar employees used to have activities more complex than blue-collar 

employees; therefore, the white-collar sector demands to have better skilled 

employees. In order to better find these skilled employees, the Person-

Organization fit, and the Employer Branding concepts are applied to gain an 

understanding of how they are related when attracting Generation Z.  	

	

The Person-Organization fit (also known as the P-O fit) is used in recruitment to 

find a person’s attitudes, behaviors and values that fit on some characteristics of 

the organizations way of working (Da Silva, Hutcheson & Wahl, 2010). Kristof-

Brown, Zimmerman & Johnson (2005) indicate that the person-organization fit is 

linked to a wide range of positive workplace outcomes, as much as for the 

employees as the employers. Chen, Sparrow & Cooper (2016), add that it is 

important to retain workforces with high flexibility and that it is necessary to 

compete in this global labor market. 

Employer Branding is also one of the concepts used to keep a healthy talent pool 

(Lloyd, 2012). It is a process where organizations market themselves to show the 

benefits of working for them; to both existing and potential employees (Baron, 

2016) and reach the image of “an attractive place to work” (Maxwell & Knox, 

2009). According to Maxwell & Knox (2009), employer branding depends on three 

different criteria; it should be consistent with the values of the organization, 

different from those of competing employers and attractive to the potential 

employees.	

Both of these concepts are seen as a competitive advantage within the labor 

market.  

 

1.2.       Problem discussion	
A review of the literature shows that there are different perception and values 

amongst different generations that are present in the labor market. It is the first 

time that organizations face the same problem, since four different generations 

are present on the labor market: Baby Boomers (1946-1965), Generation X 
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(1966-1979), Generation Y (1980-1994) and the latest, Generation Z (1995-

2000), (Bennett, Pitt & Price, 2012). Each generation have their own values, 

beliefs, ambitions and styles of working; it is important to attract and retain the 

new generation (Generation Z) through new strategies (Bennett et al., 2012). 

Globalization and liberalization have impacted the increased competition on the 

labor market, pushing organizations to increase their search for employees (Jain 

& Bhatt, 2014). Furthermore, research shows that manufacturers faced their most 

difficult time in 2018 due to the lack of skilled workers in the labor market, hence 

white-collar employees. Research has discovered that the previous way of 

attraction potential employees by offering them a higher salary for a position is 

no longer relevant (Morgan, 2014). What has been found in recent years is that 

individuals in the labor market seek for a personal fit with the organization and its 

values and the overall fit with the company play a bigger role (Näppä, Farshid 

and Foster, 2014). Furthermore, it is discussed that employees now seek for 

optional benefits by their employer in the form of flexible working hours, flexible 

working environments and to generally be able to involve in meaningful work 

(Morgan, 2014). In order to meet these demands that are put on potential 

employers the Human Resources departments need to emphasize the 

importance in their recruitment processes. This along with a greater 

understanding of the importance of developing a good retention philosophy will 

help organizations better target potential employees (Putzier & Baker, 2010).	

	

1.3.        Purpose	
The main purpose of this study is to gain a better knowledge and understanding 

of the perceptions and values of the Generation Z in order to help organizations 

gain advantage knowledge in a competitive labor market. By focusing on 

attraction and retention of the Generation Z we are able to contribute to a 

knowledge base for companies to use in order to better adapt to the competitive 

labor market, specifically the white-collar sector. To this date, there is no 

substantial academic work done within the field of attraction and retention of the 

young Generation Z, in a white-collar context, due to their recent entry in the 

workforce. Therefore, there is a clear need to gain understanding in the 
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perceptions and values of Generation Z in order for organizations to better attract 

and retain them, leading to the purpose of this research; “How to attract and retain 

Generation Z in the white-collar business sector?”. By engaging with Generation 

Z in a white-collar context we will investigate the possible causes and factors in 

order to make it possible for organizations to act accordingly.  

	

1.4.        Research questions	
RQ1: How is Generation Z influenced by their values before joining an 

organization?	

RQ2: What are the factors that Generation Z value and what makes them 

commit?	

	

1.5.        Delimitations	
The main delimitation that the authors faced with this study is Generation Z´s 

recent entry in the labor market. Due to their recent entry in the labor market there 

has been a delimitation in gaining participants for the interviews due to their lack 

of existence in the skilled workforce, hence the white-collar business sector. 	

 

1.6.        Definitions	
Brand signals: Brand signals refers to the signals that are associated with a 

brand image and more likely to come to mind when speaking of a specific brand 

(Rosenbaum-Elliott, Percy & Pervan, 2015).	

	

Generation Z or Internet Generation: Generation Z are individuals born 

between 1995 and 2000 (Lanier, 2017).	

	

Generation Y or Millennials: Generation Y are individuals born between 1980 

and 1994 (Kumar & Lim, 2008). 	
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Homogeneity rate: represents the uniformity (Cheng, Xue & Shi, 2003).	

	

Public Relations: Public relations refers to the mutual lines of communication, 

understanding, acceptance and cooperation between an organization and the 

public (Harlow, 1976). 	

	

White-collar:  White-collar consists of skilled office employees (Prandy, Steward 

& Blackburn, 1982). White-collar workers’ occupations usually consist of more 

complex tasks (Morgeson & Humphrey, 2006). 	
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2.   Theoretical Framework	

	
The purpose of this part is to provide the theoretical framework to the topic; 

academic articles and hard book copies related to the purpose of the thesis are 

presented. All the different aspect of the thesis is presented; recruitment, 

generations and the white-collar business.	
	

2.1.       Recruitment	
For a Human Resources department, recruitment is one of the most important 

subject and activities that they engage in, this since it is their job to identify and 

attract potential employees to the organization (Hurrell, as cited in Barber,1989, 

p5). Furthermore, it is discussed that recruitment refers to the action of generating 

a talent pool for a certain position within the organization, but the success within 

the determination stage of applicants, strongly depends on the quality of 

applicants that are generated during the recruitment process (Hurrell, 2016).  

	

What can be generalized is that not all processes look the same, where some 

recruitment activities are internal whilst the more normal recruitment processes 

are outward-facing, that require contact with the external environment (Hurrell, 

2016). The external recruitment process refers to the scenario where 

organizations search to attract potential employees for a position from the 

external labor market, rather than within the organization (Heery, & Noon, 2008). 

Hurrell, (2016) continues to argue that the outward-facing recruitment process 

may and may not contain the desired and needed skills, which applies especially 

for those positions that require specialist skills. Baker (2014) argues that if 

organizations’ are struggling to retain their quality employees and at the same 

time recruit quality workers to replace the former employees, they are facing a 

great struggle or will soon do so. In a modern workplace, it is of great importance 

to realize that being a genuine employer of choice to potential employees is the 

most tactile approach to remain competitive in a climate where change and 

uncertainty is of quick changes (Baker, 2014). 	
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Furthermore, according to Kaempf (2018), the labor market is undergoing rapid 

hasty changes, that are driven by technological changes and digital 

transformations. Kaempf (2018), continues by expressing that these changes are 

occurring on research and development levels but also in knowledge work. 

Barber, (1998, as cited in Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 2011), states that 

graduates with a higher-level education have several job quest options since they 

are exposed to recruitment practices of different organizations. Furthermore, 

Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, (2011), argues that as a consequence of the 

exposure, these graduates receive many job options and offers, and they get to 

pick their favored employer. The recruiters, thus the organizations, need to gain 

a better understanding for the job pursuit and choice processes of the graduates 

in order to improve the recruitment strategies (Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 

2011). 

	

Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends (2011), developed a stage process to explain the 

traditional recruitment processes of how potential recruits search for vacancies.  

	

1.  In the eyes of the potential employees, the first recruiting stage consists of 

substantial research in order to gather information about several job 

options and opportunities, where little or no contact between the parties 

are exchanged (Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 2011). 	
2.    The second stage that the job seekers are entering is the one where they 

become applicants, where they meet potential employers of the 

organizations’ through job interviews and pursuing job offers or rejections 

(Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 2011). 	
3.    The third stage follows by the third and last stage is when the seekers are 

taking the final choice of accepting or rejecting the job offer (Jaidi, Van 

Hooft and Arends, 2011).	
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2.1.1.     Attraction and retention	

Attraction and retention are the main purposes of the recruitment process and at 

this time, it becomes more and more difficult for organizations to attract and retain 

new employees because of the diversity in job roles and of the plurality of new 

methods of attraction (Blacksmith & Poeppelman, 2014). The main purpose of 

recruitment is to attract enough people that matches with a specific position 

requirement, so that the recruiters can find the perfect person to fill in the vacant 

position (Muscalu, 2015). According to Blacksmith & Poeppelman (2014), the 

digital age is a major factor for this challenge, it appears that the recruitment 

changed a lot within the past years and e-recruitment is becoming one of its main 

tools. Organizations need to find and attract new individuals on the labor market 

that fit the organization and would contribute to its further expansion (Osoian & 

Zaharie, 2014). This has direct interconnection with the achievements of an 

organization on the market and with the business competitiveness (Osoian & 

Zaharie, 2014). 

	

As mentioned, organizations need to have a large pool of applicants in order to 

have the possibility to find the best person to join the organization (Sidorcuka & 

Chesnovicka, 2017). Furthermore, companies need to understand their potential 

applicants as candidate’s values, motivation and attitude (Sidorcuka & 

Chesnovicka, 2017). 

	

According to Baker (2014), attracting and retaining talent refer to the practice of 

how to become a genuine employer of potential employees’ choice, meaning 

being an “employer of choice”. Furthermore, Baker (2014) argues that being a 

genuine employer to attract and retain talent means organization’s need to 

develop their workplace culture that is reflecting the changing needs and the 

interests of both individual and organization. Morgan (2014), argues that the past 

way of attracting people with money is no longer relevant since individuals seek 

for flexible working hours, flexible working environments, to engage in meaningful 

work and other possibilities aside from just getting a paycheck. What is found in 

recent years is that there is a skill-short marketplace pushing employers to adopt 
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an employer of choice strategy, offering a variety of employee benefits as an 

effort to attract and retain quality staff (Baker, 2014). Näppä, Farshid and Foster 

(2014), share the view that potential employees’ perception and fit with the 

organization could play a much bigger and far more important role than wage, 

incentives and other benefits. 

	

Morgan, (2014) argues that the changes in employee work are creating an 

evolution that organizations need to meet, and the author offers a figure to 

describe the differences from past worker perceptions to the modern ones.	
 

	
Figure; The evolution of the employee	
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Putzier, & Baker (2010), continue by arguing that when an organization is not 

able to retain their quality employee, they not only loose the productivity of their 

current employee due to job searching and lack of motivation, but also they would 

save costs on recruitment, advertisements, time for candidate reviews and a 

general loss of time. Furthermore, the authors argue that this creates a needed 

picture for employers to understand the weight of developing a retention 

philosophy to retain their quality employee that they spend time on recruiting to 

their organization (Putzier, & Baker, 2010). 

	

2.1.2.    Employer branding	

A definition of employer branding is: ‘a targeted, long-term strategy to manage 

the awareness and perceptions of employees, potential employees, and related 

stakeholders with regards to a particular firm’ (Näppä, Farshid, & Foster, 2014, 

as cited in Sullivan, 2004). 

	

According to Baron (2016), employer branding is the process where 

organizations market themselves in order to show what they offer to their 

employees, both existing and potential ones. Jain & Bhatt (2014), argue that 

employer branding consists of different dimensions that contribute to strengthen 

the company brand and that the employer brand might differ across the different 

dimensions by age, sex and experiences. Furthermore, these dimensions may 

not be observed by potential employees as they might search for information 

relating to experience, trust, career possibilities, work climate amongst others as 

they need to make sure of substitutes such as brand signals (Jain & Bhatt, 2014 

as cited in Weiber and Adler, 1995).  

	

Wilkinson & Johnstone, (2016) continue by emphasizing on the fact that employer 

branding has gained an increased importance for Human Relation in relation to 

competition in the labor markets. Jain & Bhatt (2014), argue that globalization 

and liberalization has had a great impact on the labor market and competition 

has therefore increased, pushing organizations to constantly increase the hunting 

for talent. The authors continue by stating that this is a result of hiring and 
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retaining talent in the organization has become important for continued growth of 

the organization (Jain & Bhatt, 2014). Furthermore, Human Relation makes use 

of employer branding as the organization has developed different approaches to 

attract potential employees since corporate image has become an increasingly 

important subject since this is also communicated out to the market, meaning 

paying customers (Wilkinson & Johnstone, 2016). 

	

As Stahl, Björkman, Farndale, Morris, Paauwe & Stiles (2012) state, employer 

branding is going to be used in a greater volume as the generation of Baby 

Boomers, individuals born between 1946 and 1965 (Murray, 2016) exit the 

workforce and companies need to attract and retain new qualified talent from the 

Generation Z.  In order to answer to this need, organizations have developed 

employer branding methods with the purpose of becoming an employer of choice; 

having a good employer brand secure the durability of the organization as the 

organization gains a strong position in a very competitive labor market (Alshathry, 

Clarke & Goodman, 2017).  

	

Lloyd, (2002) said that it was first adopted by the Human Resources department 

as a strategy to keep a healthy talent pool; it refers to knowledge and perception 

about a company as an employer, an image of the company as “an attractive 

place to work” (Maxwell & Knox, 2009). In order to reach the status of desirability, 

a company needs to have its Employer Brand Equity as high by both applicants 

as well as employees from the company (within and outside the company); it is 

important to have a minimum gap between what the company offers and delivers 

as benefits (Sengupta, Bamel & Singh, 2015). 

	

Backhaus & Tikoo (2004), explain that the employer branding concept is used to 

create two principal assets which are the brand associations and brand loyalty; 

employer branding associations promote the employer image to attract potentials 

employees (outside the company) and employer branding impacts organization 

culture and culture identity for employer loyalty (existing employees within the 

company).	
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Companies which build a strong employer brand produce favorable attitudes from 

applicants (Berthon, Ewing & Hah, 2005). It is seen as a competitive advantage 

in the labor market as these companies are seen differently by applicants (Ronda, 

Valor & Abril, 2018). Studies show that having a strong employer branding can 

improve firm performance as reducing cost of employee acquisition, improve 

employee relations, increase employee retention, reduce employees’ turnover 

intentions and increase their desire to stay working within the company (Ritson, 

2002; cited by Berthon et al., 2005).	

	

2.1.3.    Person-organization fit	

The Attraction-selection-attrition model (ASA model) is a theory known as a 

person-based model that the organization holds in the view of structures, 

processes and the cultures of the organization to reflect the organization's 

collective personality (Ployhart, Weekley & Baughman, 2006). The ASA theory 

holds three factors for those that work for an organization, which describe that 

individuals are more likely to join an organization that are similar to themselves 

and share the same, values, interests (Law, 2016).  

	

According to Ployhart & al. (2006), through the process of recruitment (attract, 

select and retain individuals within an organization); an organization will have 

individuals with a homogeneity rate in knowledge, skills and abilities more 

important. The ASA model is divided into 3 different terms; first there is attraction 

which is the fit between a person’s characteristics and an organization’s 

characteristics, then there is a selection which concerns the organization and the 

applicants that are choosing one another on the basis of how they feel about each 

other and to conclude, there is attrition which is when employees decide to leave 

the organization because they do not match (Ployhart & al., 2006; Law 2016). 

	

Furthermore, Kristof (1996) argues that there are two terms that describe in what 

way a person fits with the organization, these are the supplementary and 

complementary perspectives on fit. The supplementary fit occurs when an 

individual share the same characteristics as other individuals of the organization 
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and the individual’s values, personality, attitude and goals are similar to the 

organization as a whole (Kristof, 1996). The complementary fit on the other hand 

occurs when an individual's characteristics add up to what is missing within the 

organization (Kristof, 1996).  

	

With an origin from the ASA model, Kristof (1996) states that Person-

Organization fit (also known as P-O fit) is defined as the compatibility between 

persons and organizations in which they work. From a broader definition reports 

by Da Silva et al. (2010), the P-O fit means that a person’s attitudes, behaviors 

and values have a fit on some characteristics of the organizations ways of 

working. Argyris (1957) and Pervin (1989) (as cited by Hoffman & Whoehr, 2006) 

claim that the compatibility between the person and the organization is directly 

linked to some attitudinal and behavioral consequences (i.e. job satisfaction, 

organizational commitment, intention to quit, turnover and task performance).  

	

Morley (2007), argues that the set of knowledge, skills, abilities and technique 

were the cores characteristics (seen for an in-role behavior) used for the 

conventional selection process within the organization; however more recent 

research demonstrate that now organization look beyond the job to find extra-

role behavior. The goal of all organizations is to find the right person for the right 

position, it is a key concern for them; whereas attracting talents is a strong 

competitive advantage (Yu & Cable, 2012). 	

	

The meta-analysis by Chapman, Uggerslev, Carroll, Piasentin & Jones (2015, 

cited by Kang Yang, 2014) demonstrates that the P-O fit to organizational 

attraction is really important; it consists of 31% of the variance in organizational 

attraction. Rynes & Cable (2003, cited by Morley, 2007) state that reliable job 

applicants used to be as much concerned by choosing the most appropriate 

company as much as the most appropriate job for them to perform. 	
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2.1.4.    Work Values	

Work values relate is said to be; “An enduring belief that a specific mode of 

conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an 

opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence” (Rokeach, 1973, 

p.5, as cited in Georgel & Jones, 1997).  

	

Hohenleitner and Tolciu (2011, as cited in Jalalkamali, Ali, Hyun & Nikbin, 2016), 

argue that norms and values of an individual help form their behaviors, manners 

and perceptions (Cho, 2009, as cited in Jalalkamali, Ali, Hyun & Nikbin, 2016); 

and are crucial when understanding the work related behaviors since they have 

a crucial effect on the individuals’ job possibilities. 

	

According to Cemalcilar, Secinti & Sumer (2018), work values contain cognitive 

and affective elements that work as a set of guiding principles that reflect 

individuals work-behavior. Furthermore, work values are derived from individuals’ 

basic values that will help them navigate through moments from their lives that 

are based on work and family (Georgel & Jones, 1997). When viewed in an end-

state, an individual should be able to realize through working which will guide an 

individual through reactions to jobs or specific work-related activities (Georgel & 

Jones, 1997). Furthermore, Jalalkamali, Ali, Hyun & Nikbin, (2016), argue that 

values are an individual's most important context, which also differ from the 

different generations.	

	

2.2.       Generations	
According to Twenge, Campbell, Hoffman & Lance (2010), generations refer to a 

group of people that are born around the same time period, hence they share the 

same social and historical norms and values. Furthermore, Wey, Sutton & 

Gephart (2002), explain that a generational group is often referred to as a cohort, 

which includes the ones who share historical or social life experiences, which 

tend to distinguish one generation from another. With these cohorts these 

individuals develop generational characteristics encountering similar values, 

preferences and behaviors, which as a result show characteristic of how they for 
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example spend money, their attitudes towards authorities and organizations 

(Kupperschmidt, 2000). 

	

Furthermore, different experiences are faced by different generations during their 

formative years which is a reason to why they may develop different expectations 

and preferences about work, due to their progress through school where they 

start to make their major decisions regarding their future careers (Twenge, 

Campbell, Hoffman & Lance, 2010). Understanding the personas of the 

generations can help organizations gain insights into what motivates the 

generations both as customers and workers (Strauss Howe, & Nadler, 2008).	

	

2.2.1.    Generation Y	

According to Branigan & Mitsis (2014), Generation Y is representing 

approximately a quarter of the world's population. They are born approximately 

between 1980 and 1994 (Kumar & Lim, 2008). According to Malthus & Fowler 

(2009), Generation Y is the generation that focuses on achieving a work life that 

is enjoyable, fruitful, innovative and that enables for a sense of community. The 

authors continue to argue that money is not a strong motivator for Generation Y 

and that they see work as a way of creating life instead of the opposite (Malthus 

& Fowler, 2009, as cited in McCrindle Research, 2007). Furthermore, it is 

discussed that while Generation Y is bringing new energy and thinking into the 

organizations, it also adds complexity to the workforce as companies face the 

struggle of understanding the challenges and what motivates and inspires 

Generation Y (Ng, Lyons & Schweitzer, 2012).  

	

Generation Y differs from the Baby Boomers by its characteristics as more 

trustful, more tolerant, better traveler (Furlow, 2011) and concerned by social 

issues (Howe & Strauss, 2000, cited by Furlow, 2011). Furthermore, Generation 

Y is characterized by their desire for independence, they are flexible, mobile and 

creative (Bencsick, 2016). 
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As stated by Gallup polling and Office of Personnel Management’s guide (cited 

by Young, 2008), individuals belonging to the generation of Millennials’ (also 

known as Generation Y), are searching for creative, innovative and meaningful 

which is in agreement with their values. Some independent studies have also 

demonstrated that it is important for this generation to have a sense of mission, 

positive corporate culture and also a feeling of corporate social responsibility as 

values in their workplaces (Young, 2008). They are also looking for significant 

work where they can be useful; they want to have some freedom/independence 

in their work in order to have a balance work/life schedules (Young, 2008) and a 

workplace stability (Bencsick, 2016). Schäffer (2015, cited by Bencsick, Horváth-

Csikós & Juhász, 2016) states that this generation is mainly characterized by 

“multitasking”. Moreover, Generation Y is always searching for success in their 

work life and family remains in the background (Bencsick & al., 2016). 

	

2.2.2.    Generation Z	

The following Generation Z is according to Walker & Lewis (2010), the generation 

that has been growing up with the internet as a greater part of their lives and this 

may bring up new skills as well as differences into an organization. Generation 

Z, also called the Internet Generation (Walker & Lewis, 2010) consists of 

individuals born between 1995 to 2000 (Lanier, 2017). 	

	

A study from the National Center for Education Statistics from the 12th of July 

2017, states that almost 3.5 million individuals from Generation Z were estimated 

to graduate from High School in 2017 (cited by Lanier, 2017). As Generation Z is 

fairly new on the market, not much research has been done on them as the 

researchers do not know a lot on this generation (Lanier, 2017).  

	

People from Generation Z are practical, intelligent, like to take the lead, are 

looking for new challenges, initiator and brave; they are seen as careerist as they 

are really ambitious (Bencsick et al., 2016). Whereas Generation Y was born 

during the birth of new technology; such as cell phones, mp3, YouTube, media 
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technologies; Generation Z was born into it (Kapil & Roy, 2014, cited by Mustafa 

Ozkan, Betul Solmaz, 2015). 	

	

These two generations share a lot of characteristics in common like know-how 

with technology and an ease with the global world (Wood, 2013); they are not 

scared about continuous changes (Bencsick, 2016). The Millennials possess 

qualities that they are sharing with their parents, as being loyal, thoughtful, 

responsible and determined (Chilakuri & Mahanandia, 2018). But they also have 

some differences as the Generation Z is more entrepreneurial and aim for their 

own identity (Chilakuri & Mahanandia, 2018). Bencsick & al. (2016) state that 

their career objectives are to have a healthy balance between work life and 

private life and a workplace stability.	

	

2.3.       White Collar	
The white-collar business sector consists of skilled office employees as well as 

other professions not involved in blue-collar labor, which are jobs that require less 

skills and perform manual labor (Prandy, Steward & Blackburn, 1982). According 

to Morgeson & Humphrey (2006), white-collar workers occupations usually 

consists of more complex tasks in comparison to those of the blue-collar 

occupation. Furthermore, Hu, Xiaoxiao, Kaplan, Seth, & Dalal, Reeshad S. 

(2010), argue that white-collar employees are more informed and have more 

insights to appraise their occupation as a whole. 

	

Morgeson & Humphrey (2006), continue further by addressing that white-collar 

workers perceive their job in a different way when there is a continuous change 

in their tasks. Furthermore, white-collar employees tend to communicate with 

other employees within the same occupation, in order to reach more defined and 

diverse judgements about job satisfaction (Hu, Xiaoxiao, Kaplan, Seth, & Dalal, 

Reeshad, 2010). 

	

White-collar workers tend to engage in higher level tasks that bring more 

complexity and demand more high-level skills (Humphrey & al., 2007; Naughton 
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& Outcalt, 1988, as cited in Hu et al., 2010). The authors continue and emphasize 

on the complexity of the white-collar tasks which bring demanding and compelling 

challenges (Morgeson & Humphrey, 2006). Furthermore, employees tend to have 

more complex tasks in their activities affecting their work satisfaction, while on 

one hand the complexity brings room for challenge and creativity, on the other 

hand it can cause frustration at times. While others could consider positive and 

negative aspects as a whole that have to be balanced together, white-collar 

employees tend to see these two aspects as two different dimensions (Morgeson 

& Humphrey, 2006). 

	

Bond (2017) states that for the first time since the year of 2013, manufacturers 

are facing their biggest obstacle in 2018 due to the lack of skilled workers, this 

sheds light on the importance of skilled workers, hence white-collar employees.	
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3.   Methodology	
	

In this chapter of the thesis, the authors are presenting and explaining the method 

applied when collecting the data for the analysis. The aim of this chapter is to 

present the choices made.	
	

3.1. Research Methodology	
3.1.1. Research Philosophy	
Research philosophy refers to the theoretical foundation of the researchers’ view 

of the relationship between the observer and the observed, the nature of 

knowledge and how it is gained (Duignan, 2016). According to Easterby-Smith, 

Thorpe & Jackson, (2015) philosophers concern matters of ontology and 

epistemology. Ontology concerns the nature of reality and existence whereas 

epistemology is concerning the theory of knowledge and helps the researcher 

gain knowledge the best way to analyze the nature of the world (Easterby-Smith, 

Thorpe & Jackson, 2015). Furthermore, Bryman & Bell (2011) state that an 

epistemological research approach concerns the issue of what is or should be 

regarded in knowledge discipline. The authors do not consider themselves to be 

philosophers, but they identify themselves with the epistemology philosophy as 

follows the intention is to gain knowledge of social reality. 	

The research paradigm determines how the study will be conducted and it is 

based on the researcher's philosophy and assumptions about the world and the 

nature of the knowledge (Collis & Hussey, 2014). 	

The interpretivist paradigm is based on the principles that social reality is not 

objective rather highly subjective as it is formed by our perceptions (Collis & 

Hussey, 2014). On the contrary, the positivism paradigm believes that reality is 

independent of us and the main goal is the discovery of theories based on 

empirical research (Collis & Hussey, 2014). 	

The interpretivist paradigm is based on the assumption that there are several 

different realities that exist, thus the source of the knowledge gathered is 

considered trustworthy if it is gathered by a subjective interaction with participants 
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(Bryman & Bell, 2011). The authors of this study do not consider themselves to 

be philosophers, but they identify themselves with the interpretivists view. This 

paper will be following an interpretivists philosophy, since data is collected with a 

qualitative method in order to gain greater insights and a case study design will 

also be applied that goes in line with the interpretivist paradigm. Moreover, 

interpretivist tend to be more suitable for Human Resources Management studies 

(Saunders et al., 2007). 

	

3.1.2. Research design	

Research design refers to a provided framework for the collection and analysis 

of the data (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson (2015), 

also state that research design concerns the ability to organize research 

activities, which include the collection of data that are able to achieve the aim of 

the research. The case-study approach involves detailed and intensive analysis 

of one single case where the researchers are investigating the complexity of the 

chosen case (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This approach is found to be the most 

suitable for this study since the case study goes in line with the interpretivists 

paradigm as the authors are trying to gain an intensive analysis of Generation Z 

with a single case. 	

	

The two most common theories that have been used in research design are the 

deductive theory and the inductive theory. The deductive theory refers to what is 

known about a particular domain and applies theoretical framework to a 

hypothesis (Bryman & Bell, 2011). As this study is following an interpretivists 

approach, the purpose of the study is to better understand and collect data by 

using subjective interactions with participant, the deductive theory will not be 

applied as it is to the contrary posing a hypothesis that is later on applied to the 

study.  At the contrary, the inductive theory is based on the implications of the 

findings of the authors paper for the theory that involve the whole exercise 

(Bryman & Bell, 2011). Moreover, the findings are connected to the theory and 

the research findings associated with enquiries (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 	
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An inductive approach has been applied to this study since the authors were 

inspired by the aspects of the theoretical framework developed and further 

wanted to gain a greater understanding of how and what affected Generation Z 

in light of the research question. Therefore, the authors have been observing the 

field by looking at employer branding as well as the Person-Organization fit. From 

there the authors later on identify contributing factors and build an understanding 

based on those. Furthermore, the authors identify themselves with the inductive 

approach but do not claim it with a perfect inductivity.  

	

3.2. Method	
3.2.1. Case study design	

Robson (2002, cited by Saunders et al., 2007) defined the case study design as 

one where the researchers engage in an empirical investigation, for a particular 

phenomenon with real life cases, by using several sources of evidence. 

According to Bryman & Bell (2011), the case study approach is applicable when 

the researchers aim is to engage in in-depth clarifications regarding one object 

of interest. Stake (1995, as cited in Bryman & Bell, 2011) states that the object of 

interest should be based on the possibility to learn, hence the researchers should 

choose a case where learning is expected to be the most fruitful. According to 

Saunders et al., (2007), a case study is mainly used as explanatory or exploratory 

research, due to its ability to generate questions such as `why? ´, `what? ‘and 

`how? ´. Exploratory research refers to the ability to answer `what is happening? 

´ in order to get new insights and to shed light on questions and it is specifically 

if the researcher want to clarify their understanding of a problem (Bryman & Bell, 

2011). The authors of this study identify themselves as following an exploratory 

research approach since our aim is to understand what affects Generation Z and 

get new insights in order to clarify the understanding of their perceptions and 

values. Furthermore, it is argued that the case study design should be focusing 

on the uniqueness of a case in order to develop a deep understanding of its 

complexity (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  
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Within the case study design, there are two different sub-categories known: the 

single case and the multiple case (Saunders et al., 2007). The multiple case is 

when there is more than one case study, which means that researchers need to 

establish a link between the findings of one case to another, it results the need 

to generalize from these findings (Saunders et al., 2007). For this paper, the 

single case is more suitable because it represents a unique case; it gives the 

opportunity to observe and analyze a phenomenon that few other researchers 

have considered before (Saunders et al., 2007). Therefore, the authors of this 

research are not looking for generalizability rather impacting factor that can be 

applied. This since our participants are not replicating one another due to different 

exposures in the white-collar business sector. This is crucial to add since our 

participants all have different positions within the white-collar business sector as 

well as different experiences.  

	

3.2.1.1. Case selection	
The purpose of this thesis is to understand how Generation Z is being attracted 

and retained in the white-collar business sector. Therefore, this thesis will be 

following a case study design with a single case approach as it enables the 

researchers to observe and analyze one specific phenomena (Saunders et al., 

2007). The case that will be studied in this research is to gain an understanding 

of how the individuals of Generation Z, with a history in the white-collar business 

add their values, perceptions and preferences when searching for jobs and how 

it leads them to act. The interviewees for this case study will go through in-depth 

interviews. Interviews is a qualitative method where pre-selected participants are 

asked regarding what they think, feel or do (Collis & Hussey, 2014). Furthermore, 

since this study is following an interpretivists paradigm this study will be 

concerned gaining knowledge regarding opinions, attitudes and what similarities 

(Collis & Hussey, 2014), Generation Z have in the attraction and retention 

context.  
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3.2.1.2. Sample	

Since the authors intend to investigate retention and attraction of Generation Z in 

a white-collar context, a sample needs to be drawn from the generation. In order 

to reach the specific sample group, the sampling will follow three criteria. 	

1. The first criteria that the participants need to meet is that they belong to 

Generation Z, hence, they need to be born between the years of 1995 and 

2000. This is crucial since the study as a whole is based on the perceptions 

of this Generation in order to gain new valuable insights.  

2. For the second criteria, the participants should currently be active or 

previously have been active in the white-collar sector. This criterion needs 

to be met in order to be able to generate the findings of Generation Z in 

the white-collar business sector.  

3. The third criteria that the participants need to meet is a good level of 

education, in order to grasp the white-collar business sector.  

	

As Generation Z is fairly new on the labor market, the authors of this study 

conducted a convenience sampling approach, in order to reach participants of 

Generation Z that match the criteria mentioned in an efficient manner. 

Convenience sampling is an approach where the authors are selecting 

haphazardly individuals that are the easiest to obtain for the study sample 

(Saunders et al., 2007). 	

     	

For this study theoretical saturation will be applied, hence we do not aim to reach 

a certain amount of participants. The number of interviewees that will be 

investigated is complicated to know in advance if theoretical saturation is 

employed as a principle of reasonableness in order to make a judgement of a 

sample (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Therefore, our intention is to conduct in-depth 

interviews that gives us a deep insight and valuable information directly related 

to our research question. When the interviews no longer give any further insight, 

meaning similar answers are given, our intention is to no longer proceed with the 

interviews. 	
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3.2.4. Data collection	

In order to meet the purpose of this study, the authors will make use of primary 

and secondary data. Secondary data refers to the data that has already been 

collected by other researchers (Saunders et al., 2007). This paper will make use 

of secondary data by mainly collecting it from PRIMO, Google Scholar and hard 

copy literature. There are other research types that enable to gain data like in 

primary data which refers to the project where the researchers of the actual study 

engage in data collection for the purpose of the specific study, this includes 

interviews, surveys and observations of the participants (Saunders et al., 2007). 

For this research paper primary data will be collected by conducting in-depth 

semi-structured interviews with Generation Z in the white-collar business sector. 	

	

3.2.4.1. Semi-structured interviews	
For this paper, we will conduct semi-structured interviews, which means that 

some open questions will be prepared to encourage the interviewee to talk about 

the subject of interest and then some questions will be develop during the 

interview (Collis & Hussey, 2014). Interviews will be done through a Face-to-face 

approach. The face-to-face method is a traditional approach, that allows the 

interviewers to gain comprehensive data (Collis & Hussey, 2014).  	

	

During a qualitative research interviews, the most used method is the semi 

structured-interviews (King, 2004 as cited by Saunders et al., 2007). 	

Saunders et al., (2007), declare that semi-structured interviews (also known as 

in-depth unstructured interviews) are non-standardized which means that the 

questions are open and can change from one interview to another. Semi-

structured interviews are characterized by a list of points and questions that need 

to be answered; also, some questions can vary from interview to interview 

(Saunders et al., 2007). These interviews are also particular because the order 

of questions can vary depending on the flow of the discussion and additional (or 

less) questions can be asked (Saunders et al., 2007). 	
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Interview guide	
Each session began with each participant being informed of the structure of our 

interview, followed by an introduction to the subject and what form the research 

would follow. Since our aim was to conduct semi-structured interview with our 

participants, each session differed in form of follow-up questions and findings. 

During these interviews, data will be collected by audio-recording (and note 

taking if necessary) and then transcribed in order to have reliable and valid data 

to analyze.  

	
Participant Gender Age Background Country  Work experience in 

the white-collar 

business 

Durati

on 

(min) 

Participant A Male 23 Master in 

Philosophy (JIBS) 
France 2 years 72:27 

Participant B Female 21 Master in Business 

(SKEMA) 
France 1 year and a half 

Consulting 

Companies 

69:39 

Participant C Female 18 High School 

Graduate 
Sweden Four month 

Banking Industry 
53:02 

Participant D Male 21 Master in Finance 

(BSB) 
France 6 months  44:09 

Participant E Male 24 Master in Strategic 

Entrepreneurship 
Germany 4 years 57:50 

Participant F Female 23 Master in 
Economics 

Sweden 4 years 
Banking Industry 

59:32 

Participant G Male 21 Bachelor in 

Marketing 
Management 

(JIBS) 

Czech 

Republic 
2 months 
Health Insurance 
Company 

33:52 

	

 

Open-ended questions were conducted with Generation Z in the white-collar 

business sector in order to grasp the attraction and retention and how this affect 

their decision-making process. In-depth interviews with the Generation Z, were 
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conducted in order to understand how their values, perceptions and preferences 

affect them in their decision-making process.  

	

3.2.4.2. Pilot test	
A pilot test is a small-scale study to an interview in order to minimize any 

problems that the respondents can encounter while answering the questions of 

the interview; furthermore, the data will be collected through the assessment of 

the questions’ validity and the reliability of the data collected (Saunders et al., 

2007). 

	

For this study, one pilot-test has been done to one person who represents the 

sample defined in an appropriate manner (a person who is defined by the three 

criteria mentioned above). After the transcription of the pilot test, it was decided 

that some questions need some changes, so the interview guide has been 

improved in order to have a good guideline and structure. The most important 

changes are that some questions are now sub-questions so the participant of the 

interview have more freedom but there is still a guideline to follow within the 

questions. 

	

3.2.5. Ethical consideration 

As with every research there are some ethical considerations that need to be 

addressed due to issues of confidentiality or anonymity (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In 

order to meet these ethical considerations, the authors created an agreement 

sheet that each participant was asked to sign (Appendix 1). Furthermore, the 

interviews were set up in a location that each individual participant felt 

comfortable with, in order to create an inviting setting. The participants were also 

able to pause the interview at any time during the session if needed, in order to 

create trust in case the participant wanted to address something off record. 

Lastly, to protect the confidentiality of the participants, the authors of the study 

did not mentioned the name of the participants but instead labeled them with 

letters in order to keep the anonymity of all the participants.  
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3.2.6. Analysis of the data	

According to Morris (1994), content analysis refers to the researchers’ approach 

in order to make interpretations of values of the individuals, attitudes and 

intentions in order to find characteristics. Furthermore, Hsieh & Shannon (2005) 

argue that qualitative content analysis is being used in order to analyze text data. 

Moreover, content analysis is used in order to understand and gain knowledge 

about the research phenomena studied (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Content 

analysis was used in this study by finding similar word in the answers given from 

the participants from a specific answer. For example, if a question regarding their 

view on company structures was answered with “smaller ones” contra “bigger 

ones” identified it as “Smaller enterprises”. Hence, we identified similarities in 

their answers for different questions and labeled them depending on which 

category they fell into.  Furthermore, after identifying and labeling the different 

answers; the authors picked out suitable quotations from the interviews in order 

to make it more trustworthy and reliable. In order to do this the authors compared 

the different answers who carried the same label and identified similar factors. 	

Before analyzing the data that has been collected for this study, the authors have 

performed a literature review where the existing secondary data has been 

analyzed in order to find a research gap suitable for this study. This has been 

done in order to gain a deeper understanding of the field being researched as 

well as gaining the knowledge used for the primary data, where the authors have 

conducted in-depth interviews. The primary data has, as mentioned, been 

collected by face-to-face interviews that have been audiotaped and transcribed 

in order to be able to analyze the data collected and gain greater trustworthiness. 

	

3.2.7. Trustworthiness of Research	

In order to assess a qualitative study, Guba & Lincoln (1994, cited by Bryman & 

Bell, 2007), state that it is necessary to use trustworthiness and authenticity. 	

Trustworthiness is composed by 4 different criteria’s: credibility, transferability, 

dependability and confirmability (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 	

Credibility is one of the most important aspect of trustworthiness; this criteria is 

based on the assurance that the findings are both carried out through good 
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practice and a confirmation that the study is well understood (Bryman & Bell, 

2007). For this research credibility was shown by making sure that participants 

have understood the topic discussed which was recorded and transcribed. 

Furthermore, the participants were asked to sign an agreement to make sure that 

they felt secure with how the findings for the study were used. 	

Transferability, this criteria is based on the fact that a qualitative study is done 

with a small group of individuals who often share the same characteristics and it 

can be difficult that the findings of the study can be used in another context 

(Bryman & Bell, 2007). This applies to our study since it is focused on Generation 

Z, who share similar characteristics. Transferability could be secured, since the 

aim of this study was to investigate Generation Z with experience in the white-

collar business sector. Furthermore, the participants had to meet the criterion 

stated above. 	

Dependability lies on the fact that the readers to the study need to come to the 

same conclusion as the author(s) of the study (Bryman & Bell, 2007). In this 

paper, dependability will be shown by following a structure that enables the 

reader to easily understand the topic and further the findings of this study.	

Confirmability is about the reality that a business research with complete 

objectivity is impossible (Bryman & Bell, 2007); Guba & Lincoln (1994, cited by 

Bryman & Bell, 2007) add that setting confirmability into the study is one of the 

main objectives of the author(s). For this study, participants were selected with a 

convenience sample, meaning that all of them are known by the authors. 

	

Authenticity is about a set of issues concerning the wider political impact of 

research (Bryman & Bell, 2007); how the authors of the study are going to capture 

the behavior and the emotions of the participants of the study. This was applied 

by transcribing our data the same day as it was collected in order to secure the 

emotions and behaviors of the participants for a more trustworthy transcription. 	

As said above, audio-recording and notes will be used during the interviews in 

order to collect as much trustworthy data as possible. The transcription of the 

interviews will be done the day of the interview; in this way the researchers are 

able to have the details of the conversation clear in their minds. Healey (1991, 

cited by Saunders et al., 2007) assures that it will help to compile a full record of 
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the interview. Moreover, Ghauri & Gronhaug (2005, cited by Saunders et al., 

2007) give the advice that all interviews should be done at different times, rather 

than the same day so that the possibility of mix up in the data is minimized. For 

this study the interviews were done on separate days and further, transcribed the 

same day of the interview, in order to create as little confusion and 

misunderstandings. In order to have a reliability of the interviews, notes need to 

be taken from the contextual data; meaning that the location, date, time, setting 

of the interview and the background of the interviewee need to be add to the 

transcription (Saunders et al., 2007).	
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4.    Empirical findings	
	

In this section of the thesis, the empirical data is presented. The aim of the section 

is to present the most relevant parts of the empirical data. We present a detailed 

outline of the data collected during the research. 	
	

4.1. An overview of the characteristics belonging to Generation Z 

4.1.1. Small enterprises	

One thing that most of the participants of this study shared, was the preference 

for searching for jobs at smaller enterprises. Reasons to this, was mainly due to 

the ability of gaining a more personal connection with the company and the ability 

to develop themselves professionally. Bigger enterprises did not allow further 

development and more personal connection.  “Personally, I prefer to work in 

smaller divisions or companies but rationally I know that sometimes you have to 

favor big companies because it helps you in the future.” Participant B. Although, 

they are aiming for small enterprises for long-term period as they would like to 

begin their career at bigger enterprises, in order to gain knowledge. “I think it’s 

safer in a big company.” Participant D.  

	

Participant F confirms this by stating that working in a bigger enterprise in the 

beginning of her career enables her to gain the experience and contacts she 

needs in the future; “I would probably search for jobs at bigger enterprises 

especially if it’s my first job because I think I would like to have the security, 

knowing that’s a big company and that I will get the opportunity to learn and to 

develop more experiences in work life”.  When asked, participant G answered 

that he sees the benefit of working in a bigger corporation in order to gain 

personal growth and experiences; “Bigger corporations because I’m looking for 

growth”. 

	

Furthermore, the smaller enterprises are preferred since it allows the job seekers 

to get an overview of the company and see whom they will be working with and 
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get a feeling of the environment. “Also, if it’s a small company, it feels like you 

are going to meet the people you are going to work with and see if you get a good 

connection or not with them”. Participant A. Participant C feels that “I would say 

mostly the smaller companies because everything is so central, all the questions 

go central and if you ask something you can ask the boss directly”. 

	

Two of the participants mentioned that they consider the biggest error made by 

bigger enterprises, that they believe they are a bigger player than its employees. 

This leads to a frustration from the job seekers view since they feel unappreciated 

and ignored when replying to the company. “I didn’t have any reply from them in 

more than 4 weeks” Participant B. Followed by participant A that share the same 

view of feeling unappreciated by the bigger enterprises; “They ask me by email if 

I planned to relocate and if yes, how, to which I replied but they never replied to 

me. That confirms what I was thinking about this type of companies”. 	

Another respondent answer that he preferred the smaller enterprise since it 

allowed him to act and make an impact in the company “ I appreciate if I feel like 

I'm needed and I can actually contribute to something and not just being a tiny 

wheel that can be replaced any day” Participant E.	

	

Career options and the possibility to evolve within the company and grow oneself 

a career is crucial. What motivates this Generation Z is the possibility to evolve 

and take a latter and step by step create their careers. When they were asked 

what environmental factors motivates them at work; “Ability to evolve” Participant 

A; “Go up in the hierarchy and evolve”. Participant B. When the organization 

allows you to develop it is a sign of trust and that they see your strengths in 

developing their organization; “That you develop and that they see you for who 

you are”. Participant C.  

	

Environmental aspects were shared by the participants as it was preferred to 

engage with smaller companies since they allow for a more intimacy and relation 

with their peers. “I think it’s better to work in a small company because you are 

more in relation with workmates and it’s more like a family”. Participant D. 
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Some of the participants’ emphasis a lot on the environmental aspects of how 

companies operate and that there is more to it than just making money. There 

was a discussion regarding the responsibilities that companies have as big actors 

on the market. What was highlighted from the participants was the need for 

companies to meet the Generations preference of adding value over money. “A 

company that has a higher purpose than just making money, especially for me 

right now it's a lot about environmental issues and that I find it fascinating that 

companies still try to solve them” Participant E. 

	

4.1.2. Flexibility, trust and freedom 

“To have freedom, responsibilities and trust, because when people don’t trust you 

it’s horrible, I think.”  This is what Participant B argues as her main factor when 

viewing what companies offer and what was important to meet. One aspect that 

turned out to be the biggest factor expressed by the participants was the flexibility; 

“It’s really important to have flexible hours” Participant D. “I would like a job where 

it’s more flexible where I have the opportunity to come in later in the day or go 

sooner”. Participant F. Flexibility was discussed in terms of being able to decide 

your own schedule and work as you desire. “For example, when I was working 

as an intern, sometimes I just bring work at home because it’s easier for me to 

work at home, for some stuff where you really need to be focused” Participant B. 	

	

One of the participants even argued that with the help of flexible working hours 

would contribute to a more efficient organization, as everyone would work when 

they are the most productive; “So in that way I would say that if companies would 

work more with this kind of flexible hours then I think that the company would also 

be more effective” Participant C. It was argued that the efficiency with flexible 

working hours would also result in people to conduct proper work under specific 

hours where they were considered flexible rather than to be inflexible and take a 

lot of time when there is no work to be done; “You are expected to be there when 

we need it, if you are not needed then take it off, you don’t have to fake work […] 

if you feel like you are forced to be at the workplace but you know that you are 

not going to be productive you take little breaks but you are still forced to be there” 
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Participant E.  Participant G agrees and states that;” I am in with the flexible hours 

because it is all about personal freedom and adjustments to the schedule in the 

way you feel like. If I feel like I have some stuff going on, I just want to fit it 

accordingly.  

	

The importance of flexibility is a result of the trust given by the company to the 

employees to work as they desire and have the trust in them that they will conduct 

the work needed, without being told so; “The trust that I have now in my work, I 

will not find somewhere else” Participant A. 

	

The third aspect of the flexibility was the one of freedom. This was important and 

is also build upon the trust between the employee and the organization, where 

they got the freedom to work on projects they believe in and to contribute to the 

organization; “I am given the budget that I need if I judge that’s needed, like the 

freedom to take the decisions.” Participant A. Participant G states that with 

freedom comes fairness and justice in form of the work you are conducting for 

the organization; “Freedom it’s what I am looking for, fairness, justice.” 

	

These three aspects are the ground pillar of what the participants thought was 

the definition of a good place to work. “So, I think for like these 3 reasons; the 

freedom, the trust in my work and like the flexibility around it, it’s really what 

makes me to stick to it, I would say” Participant A.  

	

4.1.3. Work/private life environmental factors	

The constant pressure from the outside, highlights the importance of having a 

balanced work and private life for our participants. The ability to have flexible 

working hours and trust enables the individuals to better balance the work and 

private life scale; “Maybe I feel that I need a mental pause and therefore I think 

it's important because it is only me myself that knows when I am productive…” 

Participant C. Furthermore, the importance of the balance between work and 

private life is a great indicator of that Generation Z is more aware of their mental 

health in order to be the best for the organization, because if they feel good in 
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private it will show of at work. “2 years ago […] I could work like all day but now I 

want to do other things, I want to work, I want to go home and I want to take 

cooking classes, […], I want to do others stuff, I want to go out and have fun. I 

value that so much because it gives you energy, it gives you motivation to do a 

good job because you feel happier I think because you don’t feel stress, you don’t 

have to do this and this and this” Participant F. Moreover, one participant adds 

that it is really important over the long term to have a balance between work life 

and private life, in order to be efficient at work and to enjoy your private life fully; 

“I think so because in long term, it’s not sustainable, I mean, you will do, I don’t 

know, you will get a burnout” Participant B.  

	

4.1.4. Organizations’ values/ethics	

What is most valued by the participants is the fact of fitting with the organizational 

values. They consider that their values are to be considered by the company as 

well; “I am always thinking about how I want to be treated, then I also want the 

other human being in this world to be treated in the same way”. Participant C. 	

	

The values of the organizations matter to a much greater extent than what has 

been done before and if the values of the organization do not come along with 

the job seekers values; “I just tried to avoid working for them just because the 

way they do things, [...] I mean socially and environmentally, it’s definitely not 

sustainable and it was really against my ethics.” Participant B. “Good values in 

the company that matches what I believe in so we’re not totally against each 

other”. Participant F.  If these values are not met by the organization, there is 

even a possibility that the individuals would seek further to get in touch with a 

company that shares their same values; “If I would have another job that falls into 

the same category as my values then I would search this other job and I would 

take the other job”. Participant C”. I would join a company for a way they work, 

their core, their beliefs and their values.” Participant E.	

	

When stating that a company's values are important it is because the participants 

felt that they had a need of being able to stand behind the organizational actions 
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and feeling comfortable with those decisions and actions; “So it feels that the 

values get greater and that’s why it’s also important that you fit in the company 

because otherwise, you might want to leave.” Participant A. 	

	

Participant F argues that it is visible when the individual values don’t match with 

the organization or the opposite, the participant argues that; “I know some that 

are working in a place that don’t really have the same values and you can clearly 

see that the work is not important for them, they don’t care for making customers 

happier or more satisfied”. 

	

On the other hand, there is also one participant who states that ethical issues 

were not a concern of theirs and they would still continue for the same company 

even though they got bad publicity for various reasons; “It’s really an ethical 

problem but that’s legal so I think it’s ok and you don’t see that, you don’t work 

with children so you don’t think about it every day.” Participant D. It is crucial to 

mention that if Participant D was given the opportunity, he would make changes 

that follow his core values. Others stated that they consider bad publicity less 

attractive but they could also consider it as an opportunity to change and make 

something greater out of the bad state that the company is currently in; “It might 

also be the perfect moment for you to get in, like it might be really challenging but 

it could be also really good for your career like you arrive in the middle of the 

storm”. Participant A. Another interviewee adds that if the company plans to 

improve the current issues and tries to solve it, he will think about applying for a 

job at this company; “I would maybe accept it if I saw they have a plan to better 

it, to improve it” Participant F. 

	

The participants all expressed their disbelief in Public Relations and how 

companies tend to brand themselves. It was good that they were active on the 

platforms where Generation Z were, which are sites such as LinkedIn, Facebook 

and similar because most of them look for jobs on these types of platforms; 

“Because all my jobs, I look through LinkedIn.” Participant F. It was appreciated 

that the companies introduced themselves in form of a video to present the 
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organization and the office they were conducting business at. “Because a video 

shows a bit more of the fun side of the company” Participant F.	

When companies produce material that was published in the light of just getting 

employees and trying to brand themselves in this way, it was not appreciated and 

considered as fake marketing. “I believe that most stuff that come up on my 

Facebook are scams so my beliefs are that I perhaps wouldn't take it too serious, 

but it would also depend in what kind of way it came to me”. Participant F. 

	

This since the participants felt like companies are targeting their Generation in 

order to gain potential employees in order to do the dirty work for them and later 

on fire them. It was important that they felt a personal connection with the 

company and that the participants do not turn out to be one amongst the others. 

This was argued to be best done by replying to applications with a personal touch 

and to show that there is not a standardized robot message send out to them, 

this was also the belief that small enterprises handled this to a far better extend 

than larger enterprises. “So, I think, when you see your mail and it’s like a robot 

like when you don’t see your name, you just see the number of your application.” 

Participant D. 

	

4.1.5. Do what they love	

The participants of the study emphasized on the importance of enjoying what 

they do as a profession. This was considered significantly more important than 

having a higher compensation in forms of money: “I mean I am willing to lower 

my expectations about salary if the work tasks are really interesting. I mean, 

obviously I need salary and a good one, but I don’t want to be really rich, I want 

to do things that interest me in my life.” Participant B. As shown before in the 

previous results, the participants are not showing interests in getting a higher 

wage, rather it was highlighted several times that the importance of doing what 

one loves is the deal breaker. “If I have to pick between the job I have now and 

another job that would be double the salary, [...] I will probably take the one that 

is less paid and where there is much more trust and much more flexibility in what 

you do” Participant A. 
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Moreover, the interviewees shown the importance of having a learning 

compensation rather than having a material compensation (like a car or a phone), 

they prefer to have the possibility to learn more and to evolve within the company: 

“Offer you formation, change the work of tasks a little bit, so this way, you keep 

interested in it and evolve a lot” Participant B. They want to have the possibility 

to have a self-development rather than having money compensation; for them, it 

will make them stay in the company for a longer period of time “I feel that the 

development takes end in some way.” Participant C. 

	

4.1.6. Digital natives	

The interviews with the participants brought out interesting conversations that 

highlighted the importance of the digital aspect. The participants discussed that 

they think it is important that companies adapt themselves to how their world look 

like, in terms of social media and to meet them on the platforms where their 

Generation is active, they also felt that this was not met by the companies today. 

One of the interviewees said that he likes when a company shows that they are 

digital by doing videos and this could be more entertaining to see through a video 

rather than a text or a website; “Because a video shows a bit more of the fun side 

of the company “we like doing stuff, we are digital” I would like that because you 

get to know a person at the company, you get an overview of “this is a regular 

day at our workplace” I would like that, if they had it on Facebook.” Participant F. 

	

The participants highlighted that they felt that companies should brand 

themselves in forms of videos to show an atmosphere available at the company, 

to better attract the right people: “It will touch us when you see a video where the 

employees look really happy and work in a beautiful place, it would affect you.” 

Participant D. 

	

The participants also felt that the more digitized search that companies are mostly 

doing today is by using LinkedIn, Indeed and other platform, but were suggest to 

instead try to create good content by bringing out a message to its potential 
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employees of what the company is offering: “Then when you get most of the job 

offers, they use LinkedIn, Indeed, is just text and it’s really impersonal and hard 

to get a feeling of what it is even if it’s seems excited”. Participant A.	
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5.    Analysis	
	

This section of the thesis focuses on bringing the secondary data together with 

the primary data collected in order to analyze the results. 	
	

Throughout the primary data collection, the authors identified six different factors 

that Generation Z takes into account, in order to be attracted and retained in the 

white-collar sector. These six factors are collected in the figure below which 

summarize the main six factors identified. Throughout the analysis part, the 

authors will combine the different findings, since some of them are related to one 

another.  
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Figure of the identified factors of Generation Z, done on canva.com. 	

Logos retrieved from https://www.flaticon.com  
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5.1. Small enterprises/Flexibility, trust and freedom!	

According to Lanier (2017), Generation Z is fairly new on the market which makes 

them a Generation new to the researchers. The characteristics of Generation Z 

as found by Bencsick et., al (2016), is that the individuals belonging to Generation 

Z are intelligent, practical and most important like to take the lead and are 

constantly looking for new challenges. This was shown by the participants of this 

study and their highlight on the importance of being able to develop and be given 

chances and trust in order to establish a career within the company. Furthermore, 

this Generation is looking for trust and freedom in their workplace and they felt 

that this was mainly found in smaller enterprises as they gave them the 

opportunity to grow. Not only was there an emphasis on the importance of 

belonging to the group and colleagues at work but also that they as individuals 

felt like they were getting a better connection with the organization itself. A bigger 

enterprise offers opportunities when entering the labor market as a newly 

graduate with little to no experience of the white-collar sector. Our primary 

findings show that Generation Z is rather selfish in their ways of viewing their 

profession, where they like to put themselves in the first spot and always view 

what there is in for it for them.  

	

The reason as to why this Generation is attracted more by the smaller enterprises 

is the personal connection that they feel they are getting from them. A big 

company was considered prestigious and a good place to start in order gain 

contacts in the white-collar business sector, but was on the other hand not 

appreciated as much due to their lack of personal connection and ability to make 

a change and develop what they consider needs to be developed within the 

company. As mentioned, the findings of this study showed that the individuals of 

Generation Z are rather selfish and put themselves ahead of the others, it could 

also be seen as their willingness to take initiative and be brave in the workplace. 

What was also found in our study was that participants mentioned they saw the 

possibility to change jobs from a bigger enterprise to a smaller one, they would 

be considering the possibilities to affect the work within the company and make 

a change. 	
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“I personally would have started at a bigger enterprise and then learned how 

the big picture works […] but then apply the knowledge in a small enterprise to 

help them grow even more and make a bigger impact.” Participant F 

	

It was also mentioned that the participants enjoyed a smaller enterprise since the 

setting was more centralized and employees on a more powerful position were 

easier to reach when needed. Moreover, one participant highlights the fact that 

small enterprises give the individuals more responsibilities in comparison to big 

corporations and that the individuals gain an important position within the 

company.  

	

“Even small companies have politics but I appreciate when I feel that even if I'm 

sort of at entry level, first year or so, I will appreciate if I feel like I'm needed and 

I can actually contribute to something and not just being a tiny wheel that can 

be replaced any day.” Participant E.	

	

Baker (2014) argued that it is a great importance to realize that being a genuine 

employer to potential employees is the most valuable asset to remain competitive 

in a climate of quick changes. It has also been seen that graduates are exposed 

to many job options and offers, and they get to pick their favored employers 

(Barber, (1998, as cited in Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 2011). Nowadays, 

organizations are struggling to attract and retain talents because of the diversity 

in job roles and the plurality of methods of attraction (Blacksmith & Poeppelman, 

2014). Moreover, they need to find the right way of attracting Generation Z, which 

is fairly new on the market; for that reason, they need to understand the need and 

the expectations of this new Generation. Yu & Cable (2012) state that attracting 

talent is a strong competitive advantage and should therefore be considered. The 

former way of attracting employees with money is no longer relevant to 

Generation Z. Now, money is not the biggest thrive to attract people, since 

individuals are looking for flexibility at work (working hours and working 

environments), being engaged in significant work and making an impact (Morgan, 

2014). Baker (2014) argued that in recent years, there has been skilled-short 

marketplace pushing organizations to offer a variety of employee benefits as a 
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way of attracting and retaining quality staff. Näppä, Farshid and Foster (2014), 

share Baker’s view that potential employees fit and perception with the 

organization play a far more important role than wage.  

	

During the interviews, most participants explain that flexibility, trust and freedom 

are the biggest thrives for them when feeling good at work and wanting to stay 

within the same company for a long period of time. They are the main factors for 

attraction and retention in an organization. These three factors are linked, one of 

the interviewee explains that if you have a work where your co-workers trust you, 

you have then more freedom in your work (take initiatives and be part of big 

projects) and then you gain more flexibility within the working hours and the 

possibility to work from home.  

	

“The more I work, the more trust they would have in my work and the more 

flexibility I will also have.” Participant A. 

	

Trust is really important for them as they want to be recognized for the work, they 

are doing in the organization. Moreover, the more trust the individuals of 

Generation Z gain, the more they are motivated in their work within the team. 

	

“It’s better to be unemployed than to have people that don’t trust you.” 

Participant B. 

	

On the other hand, flexibility and freedom are gained thanks to the trust, that 

employees get from hard work. This is seen as a form of reward and 

compensation for their contribution.  

	

Lastly, most participants of the study have the desire to work within a small 

enterprise for a long-term in the future. They want to work within this type of 

structure because the possibility to work in a small team allows them to be closer 

to their co-workers, gain their trust more easily, have more freedom, flexibility and 

responsibilities in their work. 	
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“I’m searching for a team, a team job, […], where I can work with people in a 

team, instead of by myself.” Participant F. 

	

Also, this desire to work in small enterprises can be related to their 

entrepreneurial spirit characteristics (Chilakuri & Mahanandia, 2018). 

	

5.2. Values/ Organizational fit	
Jain & Bhatt (2014), concluded that attracting and retaining talents in an 

organization has become increasingly important for continued growth of the 

organization.  

	

As stated by Hohenleitner & Tolciu (2011, as cited in Jalalkamali, Ali, Hyun & 

Nikbin, 2016), values help individuals form their own behaviors, manners and 

perceptions and is furthermore, influencing their work values in sense of what 

these individuals are willing to pursue when looking for potential employers. 

Furthermore, Jaidi, Van Hooft & Arends (2011) argue that the stage process of 

recruitment which were;	

	

1.  The first recruiting stage consists of substantial research in order to gather 

information about several job options and opportunities, where little or no 

contact between the parties are exchanged (Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 

2011).  

2.    The second stage that the job seekers are entering is the one where they 

become applicants, where they meet potential employers of the 

organizations through job interviews and pursuing job offers or rejections 

(Jaidi, Van Hooft and Arends, 2011). 	

3.    The third stage follows by the third and last stage is when the seekers 

are taking the final choice of accepting or rejecting the job offer (Jaidi, Van 

Hooft and Arends, 2011).	

	

These factors are a way where organizations are showing their strengths even 

before the applicants have applied for a position. Since our participants argued 
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that the need for good organizational values are crucial, they need to make sure 

that they are labeling themselves in a good way from the start of the recruitment 

process. 	

	

Our study has shown that Generation Z are strongly following their values in their 

decision-making process when looking for a potential job position. These 

individuals consider their own values important and they find a need that 

organizations meet their values as a response. Law (2016) stated that if overtime 

individuals do not fit well with the organization, they are more likely to leave the 

organization. The values discussed in the primary research were indicators such 

as, ethics and overall values should be met by the organizations. Generation Z 

considers issues such as child labor and environmental aspects important and 

they also consider how companies work with these issues before they decide to 

join an organization. One participant even stated that:   

	

“I am always thinking about how I want to be treated then I also want the other 

human being in this world to be treated in the same way”. Participant C.	

	

Some participants stated that if the company received bad publicity they saw it 

as a chance to affect the way that the organization is conducting business, hence 

they apply a complementary fit; which occurs when an individual characteristics 

add up to what is missing within the organization (Kristof, 1996).	

Another participant added that companies need to do more than just making 

money, they need to try to solve problems and engage in bigger questions and 

define a greater purpose of why they are operating as a business. 

	

“I mean that the companies need to stand for more than just making money.” 

Participant E. 

	

According to Kristof (1996), the Person-Organization fit explains the phenomena 

of how an individual and the organization within which they perform is compatible. 

This indicates that an individual's attitudes, behaviors and values have a fit with 

some of the organizations characteristics and ways of conducting business (Da 
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Silva et al., 2010). From this theory we can show similarities from our primary 

data research where participants of the study stated the importance of fitting in 

with the organization. It was important to fit in with the organization and share 

some of their values and beliefs since this made it easier for the individuals of 

Generation Z to stand by the business that they were promoting. It is important 

to be able to stand for your work and answer the hard questions without feeling 

a need to disagree with the organizational choices made.  

	

“They have like good values in the company that matches what I believe so that 

we’re not totally against each other, I wouldn’t have applied for a job in the first 

place without getting to know them and knowing that they have a strong 

company culture.” Participant F. 

	

From the study conducted it could also be generalized that the reason as to why 

Generation Z is putting their own values in front when applying for jobs could be 

due to their high activity on the internet, as this Generation was growing up with 

the internet greater part of their lives (Walker & Lewis, 2010). This also leads to 

Generation Z bringing up new skills and differences into the organization (Walker 

& Lewis, 2010). Furthermore, our study indicates the importance for Generation 

Z to be able to change and affect the way that the organization is conducting 

business or even how the structure is looking, hence the preference to work in a 

smaller enterprise.  

	

Bencsick & al. (2016) explain that people from Generation Z have two main 

career objectives which are: a healthy balance between work life and private life 

and a workplace stability. Generation Z expressed the importance of doing what 

they love and engage with people that they feel comfortable being around. There 

is more in it for Generation Z than purely just earning money.  

	

“I prefer to do what I like over money.” Participant G. 
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It is crucial that they feel connected with the company and are able to stand 

behind the company's decision and execution, hence the individuals’ values and 

the ones of the organization should be somewhat similar.  

	

“[...] Because they had these strong ethical values which is something I really 

appreciate.” Participant E. 

	

It is really important for them to feel secure at work and do what they love because 

it allows them to have more motivation and be productive. For most of them, 

money is not the biggest thrive because they prefer to work in a company where 

they feel “like home” rather than in a company where they feel that they “need” 

to work and not work because they are happy to do it. 

	

“It is not just because of the money it is actually about doing something you 

love!” Participant C.	

 

5.3.  Work/private life environmental factors	
According to Bencsick & al. (2016), Generation Z most important career 

objectives are to have a balance between work life and private life but also to 

have a certain stability within their workplace. This statement is supported by 

findings from secondary data, participants of the study state that they need to 

have a healthy balance between work life and private life in order to be efficient 

at work and to be comfortable at work; it brings them a stability.  

	

“If you don’t have a good personal life, you probably going to have a shitty work 

life because you have so much on your head and at the same time, if you have 

a shitty work life, you might have a shitty personal life because you have so 

much have on your head from work.” Participant A. 

	

The need to have a balance from one way and from the other way around is 

important to be happy at work. 
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“In long term, it’s not sustainable [...] you will get a burnout”. Participant B. 

	

One other participant agrees by saying that work is just one part of your life and 

that you need to have some time for yourself in order to gain more energy at 

work. 

	

“It makes me understand that you are so much more than work.” Participant F. 

	

Bencsik & al. (2016) state that work is always more important for Generation Y 

and that family remains in the background. At the opposite, during interviews, it 

has been highlighted that family is really important for Generation Z, for them, 

family is part of this balance. In order to have the right balance, most participants 

explain that it can be gained by having flexibility in work (working hours and 

working environment); the possibility to work at home when they will have small 

children in the future. For example, on Wednesday, coming in at work earlier and 

being able to leave earlier, in order to have some time with their family. 

	

“That’s the most important and if my job is cool, if it’s good for my future, for me 

and my family.” Participant D. 

	

There are some attributes that have influenced Generation Z by the past 

Generation Y, like looking to add more value and being trustworthy, loyalty and 

other values that are influencing their decision-making process. Georgel & Jones 

(1997) argued that the individuals’ basic values act as a navigator in their lives 

and are based on work and family. Furthermore, these values affect how 

individuals act and react to jobs or specific work-related activities (Georgel & 

Jones, 1997). From interviews with Generation Z they have showed an 

importance of balancing their work-life and private-life since this does affect their 

health as well as their families. This is an attribute that differs Generation Z from 

the former Generations, which is that they find it more important to take their 

future families into account.  
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5.4. Digital natives	
According to Blacksmith & Poeppelman (2014) the digital changes are challenges 

in a modern recruitment process called e-recruitment which has caused changes 

in the traditional recruiting process. As our participants mentioned that they 

mainly look for jobs online, this is a factor to be considered in order to meet the 

Internet Generation.  

	

Generation Z is also called “Internet Generation” (Walker & Lewis, 2010). As 

stated by Walker & Lewis (2010), people from Generation Z are born and grow 

with the new technologies and internet which helps them to bring up new skills 

as well as differences into an organization. This Generation knows how to deal 

with new technologies and like to be always connected through social media; it 

is really important for them to know everything in direct. Communication and 

social media are big thrives for them; they want to work in a company where 

technologies are part of it.  

	

“Be active on social media.” Participant D. 

	

More than just being active on social media, Generation Z think that plain text for 

job offers is boring, they want to have something more entertaining where they 

can see the organization with their values, the workplace and the people they will 

maybe work with. For them, the best way to have an overview of the organization 

is through a video; for example, a day with a manager or the possibility to see the 

workplace. 

	

“[...] personal ads where they do videos and where they present themselves, 

show a bit of the company and I think that is like more exciting and a much 

better way to look for people.” Participant A. 

	

Lastly, one participant added that the video approach is also a way to be more 

entertaining and show the funny side of the company and all the employees of 

the company, which would lead to a more personal connection towards the 
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company where the individuals could relate to the position that the company is 

offering. 

	

“Because a video shows a bit more of the fun side of the company “we like 

doing stuff, we are digital”, I would like that because you get to know a person 

at the company, you get an overview of like “this is a regular day at our 

workplace”. » Participant F	
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6.   Conclusion	
	

This part of the thesis summarizes the analysis and the learning outcomes of this 

study by underlining the most relevant findings.	
	

 

The stated purpose of this thesis was to gain a greater understanding of how to 

attract and retain Generation Z in the white-collar business sector where the 

authors implemented two research questions to be investigated through in-depth 

interviews: 

	

RQ1: How is Generation Z influenced by their values before joining an 

organization?	

RQ2: What are the factors that Generation Z value and what makes them 

commit? 

	

The primary data collection showed an importance for companies to meet the 

values of Generation Z by having a greater purpose than just making money and 

take responsibility as one of the actors on the market. These results were 

influenced by the fact that Generation Z themselves are not influenced and 

thriving by higher salaries, rather than fair compensation for their work along with 

benefits and a possibility to stand behind the organizational actions. The 

compensation that is shown in the individuals’ salary are to be met by the amount 

of work that they are conducting for the business, in order for them to feel 

appreciated and seen by the organization. The factors of benefits were shown in 

terms of getting flexible working hours, having a good working environment along 

with having a clear work-life and private-life balance provided by the company. 

Generation Z is strongly influenced by their ability to make a change and 

contribute with knowledge and skills to the labor market. They want to take 

responsibilities onto themselves and feel like they are trusted in their work, which 

goes hand in hand with the flexible working hours and lack of interest for a 

booming salary.  
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As most of our participants answered negatively to engage with a company that 

has bad publicity it can also be said that Generation Z see an importance of whom 

they are working with and for. Although the Generation would prefer to not get 

engaged with companies that contribute to a bad environment and conduct 

business in an unethical way, they also see the possibility to get involved in order 

to make a change and impact the future way that the organizations conduct their 

business. In order for Generation Z to feel like that are able to contribute and 

challenge the existing processes, they feel a need for companies to get rid of the 

old fashion hierarchical positioning in the organizations where one needs to cover 

several blocks before reaching the right person. As mentioned by Bencsick et al. 

(2016) Generation Z like to take the lead, is looking for new challenges, is brave 

and initiating, therefore they want to challenge the traditional processes. The 

ability to get rid of the hierarchical ladder is argued to be a possibility for 

Generation Z to feel freedom in their work which also influenced their willingness 

to stay with the organization. 

	

We know from secondary data that Generation Y, which is former to Generation 

Z prefer work and having a career over family and it was clear from the primary 

data that this has not passed on to Generation Z as they are more keen on having 

a good private-life balance in order to contribute their best to the organization. 

This is a contributing factor along with the above-mentioned factors as to why 

Generation Z are more willing to work for a smaller enterprise in the long run. In 

the smaller enterprises they are able to get the flexibility, trust and freedom that 

they are looking for in an employer, which enables them to gain the greater 

balance with work and private-life. 	
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7.   Discussion	
	

This section of thesis addresses limitations of the study and give further 

suggestions for future research of the field.	
	

7.1. Limitation	
During our interviews, the main limitation that has been encountered is that 

interviewees who are fairly new on the market; with an experience of just some 

months within the white-collar business; do not know how to answer properly to 

the questions and have some difficulties to have a structure in their answers. In 

order to have accurate answers for this paper, the authors adapted the interview 

guide in order to match with their limited experience within the white-collar 

business sector.  

	

7.2. Future research	
As Generation Z is fairly new on the market, we observed a definitive lack of 

academic papers researching this generation. We definitively encourage other 

scholars to investigate and research Generation Z as they are more and more 

entering the work market at the moment. 

We would recommend fellow researchers to look at differences between 

Generation Y and Generation Z, as well as what the characteristics that 

differentiate them. Another interesting point that we touched during our study is 

how generations differ and overlap in term of similar aspects and values. By that 

we mean end of Generation Y and beginning of Generation Z as well as 

Generation Z itself. The spectrum is broad and even though the early and the 

later participants share the same values, they do present differences that is in 

our perspective mainly due to their short working experience. 

We also recommend further studies on how the labor market can be handled as 

four Generations are working in it; how to attract and retain the old Generation 

(Baby Boomers and Generation X) while attracting and retaining the new 
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Generation (Generation Y and Generation Z); how to make all the generation 

satisfied and what the strategies are for dealing with all of them in the same 

organization. 

Last but not least, we invite fellow researchers to look at Human Resource 

Management and its digital evolution with Generation Z. 
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Appendix 1	
	

Interview Agreement 
 

• I allow that my contribution and answers are recorded and that it may be 

used by the responsible interviewers. 
• Participation to this interview is voluntary and no compensation is entitled.	

• Personal information will not be shared outside of the interview occasion.	

• The data collected during the interview is allowed to be published in a 

written form. 

 

 

 

	

	

City/Date: …………………………                  Signature: …………………….. 

 

 

	

Participant name: ………………..	
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Appendix 2 

 

Interview Guide 
 

Before the interview 

Thank you so much for coming and being part of this study. The research that we 

are conducting is to gain a greater knowledge of how Generation Z in the white-

collar business sector, which is individuals born after 1995, values specific factors 

in your decision-making process, when looking for a potential employer. These 

are factors that contribute to your own values, preferences and perceptions of a 

company and how it leads you to act. 

In our study, the white-collar business sector focuses on those individuals that 

are currently or have been working within some form of higher skill level jobs. We 

are aiming for this interview to be based on a conversation, meaning you are 

welcome to speak freely at any time during the interview. 

 

Opening questions 

• How old are you? 

• How long have you been engaged with/in the white-collar business 

sector? 

• What is/was your position? Name of the company? 

 

Main questions 

• Do you mainly search for jobs at bigger enterprises or smaller local 

ones?  Why? 

• Are you currently working for a bigger/smaller enterprise as you described 

you would favor? (IF not, why?)  

• Are you satisfied with your current employer? why/why not? 

• Do you remember what made you eager to apply for the job you hold now, 

or ones held, aside from needing a job? 

• When you search for a job, what factors do you include in your search? 

(when you apply) 
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• Why do you consider these factors important? 

• If you were to proceed your application and get an interview with the 

company, what other factors would you then view? (once at the interview 

with the company) 

• What does an attractive employer mean to you? 

• What would you say is experienced as a good employer these days? 

Recruitment is changing, what would you say experienced a good 

employer as? how should a good employer act? Is it reflecting what a good 

employer is ?  

• What would make you hesitate or even back off from a job position? 

(Divide the question: Both reading job offer and then after the interview) 

• If the company you applied for got bad publicity for various reasons, how 

would this affect your decision-making process? (depends on bad publicity 

→ illegals, or less critical) 

• Do the organization's values affect you when searching for a job? 

Why/why not?  why is this important/less important? 

• Do the working tasks affect your decision-making process? Why/why not? 

• In what way do they affect your decision-making process? 

• Regarding working hours, what is your view on this? Do you prefer a 

typical working hour schedule? Why/why not? 

• Is it important to have a balance between work-life and private life for you? 

Why/why not? 

• In what way do you think one achieves this balance with the “help” from 

the organization? 

• What do you feel makes you comfortable in a position at work? Why/why 

not? 

 

Spread questions 

• What motivates you at work? Why? 

• Do you see yourself staying with one employer for a longer period of time? 

Why/why not? 

• What would make you change jobs? What affecting factors are there? 
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• What could the company do to make you stay with them? Why these 

things? Please develop. 

• Is having a carrier important to you? What does it mean for you? 

• Would you argue money/wage is the biggest thrive for you when searching 

for jobs? Why/why not? 

o If NO, then what factors are the thrive? Why? 

• If you decide to search for another position, what would you value the 

most? Why? 

• How do you think that companies today manage to brand themselves? 

• Do you find this attraction suitable for how the world looks today? Why/ 

why not? 

• What are the 3 most important suggestions you would give to companies 

when attempting to attract people of your age? Why these 3 factors? 

• Lastly, is there anything you feel you would like to add that we did not talk 

about today? 

 


